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Motivation

1. Query between “Hubwoo” (company) and “SONERI” (bank) results in 1,160 semantic associations (SWETO testbed)
2. Cannot expect users to sift through resulting associations
3. Results must be presented to users in a relevant fashion...need ranking

Background

Semantic Associations

Approach

Association Rank Function

\[
\text{Score} = k_1 \times \text{Context} + k_2 \times \text{Subsumption} + k_3 \times \text{Trust} + k_4 \times \text{Rarity} + k_5 \times \text{Popularity} + k_6 \times \text{Association Length}
\]

(for flexibility, \(k\) values are assigned by user)

Semantic criteria

Context (classes/relations of interest)
Subsumption
Trust

Statistical criteria

Rarity
Popularity
Association Length
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